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ABSTRACT 
 
Topics in Generalized Topology and Fuzzy Generalized Continuities 
 
This work is comprised of the generalized topology, algebraic generalized topology and 
fuzzy generalized topology. We have defined and studied the notions of semi- -local 
function, global function, global closure operator, global interior and   -normal spaces in 
Ideal generalized topological spaces. Properties of these functions are investigated. 
Examples and counter examples are given where deemed necessary. 
 
We continued the investigations of some important results in generalized topological 
groups and proved basic properties of  -connectedness. Along with other results, it is 
proved that in a  -topological group, the maximal  -connected components containing 
the identity of the group is  -closed invariant subgroup.  -quotients of  -topological 
groups are also discussed. 
 
 -topological vector spaces (generalization of TVS) are one of the interesting structures 
which is defined and investigated over here. This space is a blend of  -topological 
structure with the algebraic concept of a vector space in such a way that vector addition 
and scalar multiplication are  -continuous functions. A counter example is given to show 
that a  -topological vector space is not a topological vector space. 
 
We have studied the concept of a fuzzy generalized topology which is a generalization of 
Chang’s fuzzy topology, and investigated some properties of its structure. We have also 
introduced the concept of fuzzy generalized open function and fuzzy generalized closed 
function in terms of fuzzy generalized interior and fuzzy generalized closure operators 
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Topology is mathematical knowledge of shapes and spaces whose properties remain 
preserved under continuous changes such as translation and transformations without 
tearing or gluing.  We study the properties of shapes such as compactness and continuity 
in this field of study. Topology includes the concepts of geometry and set theory. This 
ideology was suggested by Leibniz in the 17th century. His main exploration was in the 
field of geometry of place as well as analysis of place.  Term topology was introduced by 
Johann Benedict Listing in the 19th century who used this word for ten years before its 
firstly appearance in printed form. The English form topology was first used in 1883 in 
Listing's obituary in the journal Nature to distinguish "qualitative geometry from the 
ordinary geometry in which quantitative relations chiefly are treated". The term 
topologist in the sense of a specialist in topology was used in 1905. At the advent of the 
20th century, the phenomenon of topological space was invoked and by the middle of this 
century, it has gained the significant importance in pure branch of mathematics. Most of 
the ideas in the Modern topology depend upon set theory, developed by Georg Cantor in 
the later part of the 19th century. Currently, we use the ideology of Hausdorffness for a 
topological space as a generalization, given in 1922 by K. Kuratowski. Topology has 
many subfields such as general topology and it is widely used in algebra and other 
sciences such as decision making and game theory. Its significance has improved widely 
in the form of discrete and indiscrete structure.  
The elemental aspects of topology are continuity and compactness. Embedding of one 
structure with the other by virtue of some basic ideas of topology has gained a lot of 
importance. In the field of decision making and fuzzy topology, it has invoked new 
dimensions and strategies. Many ideas of topology are widely used now a these days. The 
words open sets eliminates many troubling aspects such as 'nearby', 'arbitrarily small', and 
'far apart', as described below. By changing the definition of 'open set', we change what 
continuous functions, compact sets, and connected sets are meant for. These ‘open set' 
constitutes topology which along with the set constitutes a topological space.  
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The history of generalization in topology is not so old; N. Levine generalized the open 
sets of topological spaces by replacing semi open sets in [30] at first place. His work was 
followed by other mathematicians who introduced  -open sets, feebly open sets and        
 -open sets up till 1983. Subsequently, in 1997, Á. Császár generalized these new open 
sets by introducing the concept of  -open sets in [10]. The concept of “ -topology” was 
devised by him in 2002. He also introduced operators like the interior as well as the 
closure in  -neighborhood system. The  -neighborhood systems is another way of 
constructing  -topologies. Á. Császár used neighborhood structures [12], as well as   
supra-topologies. Since then many mathematicians have contributed in this area.  
The notion of ideals has been discovered and classified by Kuratowski [27] and 
Vaidyanathaswamy [48]. In the recent times, there has been a substantial study on the  
ideals in general topology. Jankovic and Hamlett [20], has accomplished the most 
significant task in this perspective. In present research work, we will further define and 
explore the concept of  -semi local function and  -global function and  -I-normal and  -
I-regular spaces. By introducing these notions in  -topological space we will carefully 
develop the definitions because every topological space is  -topological space but the 
converse is not generally true. 
In this thesis, we will explore the application of  -topology over the group  . The 
concept of  -continuity will be applied upon the inverse function and binary operation of 
the group. In topology, we get to hear the concepts of embedding and homeomorphism 
where the one form of a topological structure is mapped to the other form. Then we say 
that topology over the group   exists and   is called a topological group. A topological 
group contains in it the properties of group and topological space. Thus group properties 
and topological properties are both applicable at the same time. A group is a topological 
group by considering its discrete structure; a group formed this sort is called discrete 
groups.  
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Over the years, researchers have topological groups in different classes by weakening the 
topological property such as continuity conditions: 
 A semi-topological group is a group G with a topology such that for each c in G 
the two functions   →   defined by       and       are continuous. 
 A quasi-topological group is a semi-topological group in which the function 
which maps elements to their inverses is also continuous. 
 A para-topological space is a group with a topology such that the group operation 
is continuous. 
In this work, we will emphasize the applications of  -topology over the group structure 
in the sense of Hussain [19]. We will replace the idea of continuity over binary operation 
and inverse map by  -continuity. We will emphasize the idea that every topological 
group is  -topological group, but the converse of this is not generally true. We will show 
this by giving a suitable example. 
Topological vector space [5, 17], is the combination of topological space and algebraic 
structure of vector space where vector addition and scalar multiplication are continuous. 
In detail, the topological vector space X is a vector space over a topological field K (  or 
 ) that is endowed with a topology. By the term endowment, we mean that the operations 
of vector addition and scalar multiplication are continuous functions. Rudin has 
considered such space is to be Hausdorff.  
In this dissertation, we will link the  -topology with the vector spaces by virtue of          
 -continuity over the vector addition and scalar multiplication. We will prove this with 
the help of an example that a topological vector space is  -topological vector space, but a 
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 -topological vector space need not to be a topological vector space. We will explore the 
ways in which  -topology is endowed upon the vector subspaces and quotient subspaces 
through trace topology or relative  -topological spaces. 
Zadeh [50] introduced the notion of fuzzy sets. According to him fuzzy sets are a class of 
objects with a continuum of grades of membership. Such a set is characterized by a 
membership function which assigns to each object a grade of membership ranging 
between zero and one. The notion of inclusion, union, intersection, complement relation, 
and convexity etc., are extended to such sets and various properties of these notions in the 
context of fuzzy sets have been established. Fuzzy sets are widely used in decision 
making, linguistics and clustering, which are special cases of it. The theory of fuzzy set 
values the gradual evaluation of membership with respect to elements of set. This whole 
is presented with the help of the membership function given in interval      . 
According to Zadeh, “Any fuzzy set means an ordered pair (   ) in which     is set, 
whereas           is a function. For    , the value      is called the grade of 
membership of   in (   ). For a finite set               , a fuzzy pair (   ) is given 
by                                 Therefore,      is not contained in a fuzzy pair 
(   ) if        and   is termed as fully included if        and      is called a 
fuzzy number if            The set {              is known as the support of 
(   ) whereas set {             is called the Kernel.” Fuzzy sets are being used in 
many branches of science. Chang [6] introduced the notion of fuzzy topology. In this 
thesis, we introduce and investigate fuzzy  -topology.  
The q-neighborhood of a fuzzy point introduces the scope of fuzzy analysis in fuzzy 
topology. Symbol for the unit interval [0, 1] is  . A set µ    is known as fuzzy set of   
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and    . For any µ    , µc denotes the complement    . By    and   , we denote 
characteristic maps on   with value 0 and 1, respectively. Let    denote the set of all 
mappings      . And join (unions) and meet (intersections) of fuzzy sets are denoted 
by ∨ and ∧, respectively. The collection of these fuzzy sets is represented by   . 
A fuzzy set [4], consists of fuzzy points and a fuzzy point yields a value 0 for any     
except for     and the value   (0 < ≤ 1) for     then this fuzzy point is denoted as 
     where A  
 . A fuzzy set is the union of all fuzzy points which belongs to that 
fuzzy set. A fuzzy map   ( ) =  ,   (y)   for    ,        . The collection of 
fuzzy singleton is denoted by      where every         and µ  
 . 
 Chang's fuzzy topological space [6] (   ), where   is a non-empty set and                    
      satisfying the following conditions:  
(1).   ,    ;  
(2).        ;      , then   ∧    ;  
(3).   For every subfamily {  :   }  , then         . 
By f : ( ,τ ) → ( , δ) (or simply, f :   →   ) we denote a mapping f of a space   into a 
space  . By    and   , are meant by the result of fuzzy set of unit function (1) and zero 
function (0). In this dissertation, we will introduce, define and investigate the notion of 
fuzzy  -topological space and denote it by      ). The fuzzy set        is called a fuzzy 
 -open. On the contrary,       is called a fuzzy  -closed set if    −       is fuzzy           
 -open. In fact, we can simply say that Chang's fuzzy topological spaces are fuzzy          
 -topological spaces but the converse is not generally true.  
Quite evidently, the title indicates that this thesis is a mere discussion of generalized 
topology and its applications in fuzzy topology and algebraic topology. This dissertation 
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comprises of five chapters. Throughout this dissertation, generalized topological spaces 
will be written as  -topological spaces. 
In chapter 1, we have reviewed the history and background developments involved in  -
topology. Its significance and its scope has been discussed.  
In chapter 2 of our work, we tried to investigate and put forward the ideology of semi  -
local function and  -global function in ideal  -topological spaces. semi  -local function 
is  based upon the  -semi open sets. Kuratowski’s operator and closure function were 
investigated for  -topological spaces. Global function has been introduced, its properties 
have been investigated. Global interior and global pre-closure operators are introduced 
and it is seen that global interior is the smallest interior set and global closure is the 
largest set. Global interior and exterior functions are further investigated and  -global 
open sets have been introduced. Notions of  -  Normality and  -  Regularity in Ideal 
 -topological spaces have been studied. Some worthwhile results have been investigated 
in the perspective of these notions. Corollaries and remarks are given to link the                
 -  normal spaces and  -  regular space with the above mentioned notions.  
In chapter 3 of our work, we will explain the application of  -topology on the groups.  
We will lay down the fundamental definitions of  -topological group by virtue of           
 -continuity over inverse maps and binary operation of the group. In consequence, we 
will present some results on  -connectedness of  -topological groups and quotients of    
 -topological groups similarities with and differences from topological group are 
presented. 
In the chapter 4,  -topology on the vector spaces and subspaces and quotient subspaces 
are studied. Every topological vector space is a  -topological vector space, but the 
converse is not generally true. We will prove this by giving an example of a                             
 -topological vector space that is not a topological vector space. This chapter serves as 
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the fundamental which will further be useful in exploring results which are not valid in 
topological vector spaces. 
In the chapter 5, we introduce the concept of a fuzzy  -topology which is a generalization 
of Chang's fuzzy topology, and investigate some basic properties of its structure. We will 
also introduce the concepts of fuzzy  -continuous function, fuzzy  -open function and 
fuzzy  -closed function. In particular, we will investigate characterizations of functions 
in terms of fuzzy  -interior and fuzzy  -closure operators. And some results will be 
extended in terms of [26]. Other forms of fuzzy continuities related to different categories 
of open sets, will be discussed in the context of fuzzy  -topological spaces. 
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Topology is one of the core subject which is discussed and used in almost all branches of 
science. It is sometimes termed as “mathematics of continuities” or “rubber sheet 
geometry” or “theory of abstract topological spaces”. In fact, the term topological space 
allows us to use the geometric way of thinking a broad variety of issues. Researchers in 
this field are putting in their efforts to extend its horizon. Most significant fields of 
topology are generalized topology, Quotient topology, Fuzzy topology, algebraic 
topology, smooth topology and instituitionistic topology etc. 
The present chapter deals with the  -topology as in [10, 11]. We will introduce the 
notions and terminologies after a careful and meaningful pondering which will be used in 
the sequel. The notion of  -topology is well known phenomena. Many researchers have 
been contributing to bring the good work in this area. We recall the basic definition of 
this notion. Let     and                 a monotonic mapping; that is,      
     for       and        a power set of the underlying set  . A collection of all 
such mappings is represented as        For       , a set     is said to be  -open if 
it satisfies the relation        , and a set   in a space   is  -closed if     is  -open. 
This is to be noted that   is  -open set and the arbitrary union of  -open sets is  -open 
where as any intersection of  -closed sets is  -closed. In a topology, open set need not to 
be   -open, if   is open and   is  -open, then     is  -open. The union of  -open 
subsets of a set     is called  -interior of  ; it is denoted as      . Furthermore, 
intersection of  -closed supersets of a set     is called  -closure of  ; it is denoted by 
    . It is known that                      We can say that  -open sets constitute 
a  -topology in the sense of Császár. A collection   of subsets of   forms a  -topology 
on   if and only if     and      for       implies           . 
For                      , write    for      and     for     ,    for     (n 
factors). For the element of  , there are some conditions denoted by    (integral value n 
is of the symbols + or  ). We denote by   , if          , the subset of   composed 
of all        that satisfy    for    . For the further explanation, we need to have the 
information of the following types for a mapping         
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                                  (           
                                  (           
                                  (      
                     for every      
                                 (                               for every      
                                 (                               for every    . 
As in [10], (    says that   is idempotent, (  ) that it is enlarging, (    that it is 
restricting. Clearly, id             ,           ,          . (    implies (   , (    
implies (   . Consider an underlying set   and a mapping       . Note that every set 
of the form  ( ) is  -open if     . If     , then every subset of   is  -open and if 
    ,   is  -open if only if       .  
In topology, several kinds of open sets are being discussed; for     of the topological 
space (     is said to be  -open if and only if                  , semi-open if and 
only if             , preopen if and only if             ,  -open if and only 
if                      . All of these kinds of open sets have been discussed in         
with their respective continuities.  
Let   be a collection of subsets of   and it fulfills all the axioms of topology. For  , the 
following conventions are adopted:  
                , complement of   with respect to  . 
(2).                
(3).               
(4).                
(5).                        
(6).                   
(7).                   
(8).          
 
   
=               , where      for each  . 
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(9).                  
                  : Let us consider     and   and   be elements of      ). 
Consider   as the family of subsets of   . Then, 
(1).       =        
(2).       =        
(3).      and     , if   is the empty collection; 
(4).             . 
                    Let   and   be sets and let   be a mapping of   into  . Let   be a 
collection of subsets of   and let   be a collection of subsets of  . Let     and    . 
Then, 
                          
(2).                     
(3).                         
(4).                         
(5).                   . 
(6).              for each     if and only if   is    . 
      (7).              for each     if and only if   is onto. 
      (8).            if and only if          . 
        -                   
The history of semi-open sets in topological spaces (simply,   ) trace back to 1963, 
which can easily be considered as the first generalization and it was accomplished by 
Levine [30]. Á. Császár [7, 8], introduced the notion of    (generalized topology) in 
1997. He initiated the study of different forms of open sets ( -open sets, semi open sets, 
preopen sets,  -open sets) by virtue of  -open sets [10], in   . 
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In this chapter, the study of semi  -local function has been accomplished. Its properties 
are presented. Furthermore, Global function has been defined and explored. Some 
exciting results in comparison with the  -local function are presented. Some worthwhile 
terms as global closure and global interior operators have been introduced. On the basis 
of global closure and global interior, new forms of open sets are introduced in ideal    . 
New forms of separation axioms (namely,  I-normal and  I-regular sets), in the     are 
introduced. These separation axioms are characterized by the ideals.  
Most of the results produced in this chapter are published in [21] and [22]. 
                       : Let   be an arbitrary set and      be the collection of all 
subsets of  . Let   be a family of subsets of      is called a  -topology in    if     
and arbitrary union of elements of   are in  . The ordered pair       is termed as a    . 
Elements of   are said to be  -open sets (simply,      ) if   is clearly understood from 
the context. A collection of all       sets containing   will be represented by         
The intersection property is not required to be the axiom of    . A     in which   is 
      set is called strong    . If in     [12], the intersection of two arbitrary elements 
of   , belongs to   then this     is called ultra    . 
In [13], Császár invoked the  -neighborhood systems and further     and the notion of 
continuous functions as well. In [14], he introduced the notion of product of    and 
investigated some properties over it. We denote by (     ), a     consisting of  -open 
sets.  
                      Let   be a subset of   in a    space ( ,  ), this form              
 -closed (simply,        if and only if the set     is      . We simply say that   is 
closed whenever there is no confusion. 
                         Let            and   is subset of    . The set  
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 is called the  -closure of   or simply the closure of  . An immediate consequence of the 
above definition is as follows: 
               In a         , set   is in        if and only if            
                  If       is an ultra-   , then the following hold, 
(1). If   and   are       sets, then     is a       set. 
(2).                          for any subsets   and   of   .  
(3).                         for any subsets   and   of  .  
                        A set   in a          is called a   -neighborhood or 
simply a neighborhood of a point   of   if and only if there exists     , such that 
     . 
An immediate consequence of the definition is the following: 
                In a         , if   is in       , then it is a  -neighborhood of 
each of its points. 
                        Let           satisfy    . Then all unions of some 
elements of   constitute a         and   is said to be a base for       
                    : Let       be a     and     . Then    is said to be: 
(1).  -semi-open (simply,    ), if                or equivalently     is     if 
there exists a    set  , such that          ). Family of all     sets of     
containing x is represented by          . 
(2).  -pre-open if                 
(3).  - -open if                       
(4).  - -open if                      
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The complement of     (resp.,  -pre-open,  - -open, - -open) set, is said to be     
(resp.,  -pre-closed,  - -closed, - -closed). 
                         Let J be an index set and    a  -topology (  ) on    for 
   . Let        be the Cartesian product of the sets   . We denote by    the 
projection             . Let us consider all sets of the form        where 
      and, with the exception of a finite number of indices  ,         We denote 
by   the collection of all these sets. Since    , which is a base for a   ,  . We call 
       the product of   ’s     and denote it by         
Let         satisfy    . Then all unions of elements of   constitute a   ,     , 
and   is said to be a base for     . 
                        Let   be a set in a         .  Then a point        is 
called  -limit point of   if and only if each  -neighborhood of x contains a point of A 
distinct from  . The set of all  -limit points of   is called  -derived set of   and is 
denoted by      . 
                       Let                 be a mapping between two     . 
Then this mapping is said to be        -continuous if and only if      implies that 
           
                    Let                 be a mapping between two    . 
Then this mapping is        -continuous if and only if for each set   in      ,  
      
is in      . 
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                    Let                 be a mapping between two     . Then 
the mapping is said to be    (resp.,   ), if the image of each set    (resp.,   ) in Y is 
   (resp.,   ) set in Z. 
                     Let                   be an injective mapping between 
   ’s. Then   is    if and only if   is   . 
                     If   and   are    (resp.,  ) mappings from a space        
into        and from        to        respectively, then the composite mapping     is 
   (resp.,   ). 
                        Let                   be a bijective map between 
   ’s. Then   is called   -homeomorphism if and only if both   and     are                  
 -continuous. A property of a space is called  -homeomorphic invariant if and only if it 
is invariant under  -homeomorphisms, i.e. whenever   has the property P and there is a 
 -homeomorphism of   onto  , then   has the property P. 
                        Let  :        . Define a family   of subsets of   as 
follows: A subset   of   is in   if and only if  =       for some    . Then    
   . The ordered pair       is called the inverse image space of       under the 
mapping  . Clearly   is the smallest    on   such that   is  -continuous. 
                                
In this section, we will recall the notion of hereditary classes on     and introduce 
semi   -local function in ideal  -topological space (simply,     ). In [20], Jankovic and 
Hamlet have developed the subject in very logical and systematic way, in the topological 
spaces. They introduced new topologies from old via ideals. In this contrast Min and Kim 
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[36], have introduced the operator   
*
 given by the hereditary class and a    , and 
investigated its properties. Császár [13], introduced the notion of          with the 
hereditary class  and called it hereditary     and denoted it by        . The ideal I is 
a non-void collection of subsets of   where I is closed with respect to finite union and 
hereditary property. Instead of an ideal   on  , Császár in 2007 in [13], mentioned 
Hereditary class  , i.e., a non-empty class         which satisfies the condition 
that   ,    implies     and he relaxed the additional condition of an ideal. He 
succeeded to construct a new   ,     with hereditary property  parallel to the topology 
   with ideal I in             studied by Jankovic and Hamlet [20]. Császár [13] further 
showed that many properties related to   and    remain valid by defining the  -local 
function. 
                         An ideal   on           is non-void collection of 
subsets of   satisfying the heredity and finite additivity condition: 
An      is denoted by         where   is an ideal.  
It is obvious that     and       (i.e., the power set of  ) are the simplest ideals.  
Many properties related to   and    remain valid (possibly with small modifications) for 
  and      
                       Let    . Define the set           by           if 
and only if for every       set   containing x,      .  
If,                                                           
and     , then by definition    
 .According to the definition,      if and only if 
there exists      , such that      . For    , define     =      . It has 
been shown that    is enlarging, monotone and idempotent. 
According to [13], there is a     * such that   A is the intersection of all  *-closed 
supersets of      * if and only if     =         . 
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                : Let       be a     and   has hereditary class  . For any 
subsets   and   of  , the following results have been put forward; 
(1)       implies        
.     (2)           . 
      (3) If    , then        . 
      (4)     is      . 
      (5) If    is      , then     . 
      (6)   is         if and only if      . 
       (7)      if and only if         . 
       (8)     implies       if and only if , Ó  ,       implies       
= . 
Every ideal is a hereditary class, but the converse is not generally true. To support our 
argument, we give the following example: 
            Let                           
we consider,                                                         
 and                                                
Now, we give the definition of          over the collection of     sets of   in 
           . Important characterizations and results of semi  -local functions will be 
studied. Ideals satisfy the conditions of hereditary classes and finite additivity. We define 
semi  -local function in             as follows: 
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                  Let an                     having a subset    forms semi          
 -local function of   is denoted by         and defined as: 
    implies           if and only if       for             . If 
                  } 
and x      then           . And          , implies that       for some 
          . When there is no ambiguity,    is written in place of         . 
               Let         be an     . By taking any    , we see the 
following: 
(1).            
*     ;         . 
(2).            
*      if               
(3). Since       as well as        on generality. 
       (1). Let     *     , then by definition,      for some        .  
Since every       set is itself a        set. Therefore, this implies that                       
            This proves that: 
           
*     .                                 □ 
The proof of (2) is quite trivial and for (3), we give the examples 2.2.6 and example 
2.2.7. 
                Let             and  
                  where                        
   ={ ,{a},{a,b},{a,c},{a,d},{a,b,c},{a,b,d},{a,c,d},  } 
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    Let   = {a, d}, then     = {d} which shows that     . 
               In the example      , take     ={ } and        , we have            
  =            This shows that       
                 Let   be strong      , then the following conditions hold: 
(1).  *       gives         and if   is replaced by      then result will be 
  (i.e.,           ). 
(2). If     then        
                   Consider          to be      and    ,   are subsets of    then 
the following results hold:  
(1).  If                          
(2).             . 
(3).                 . 
(4).       . 
(5). If                                , where   and   are ideals on  . 
(6).       =                 . 
       (1). Let      and      . 
There exists            such that      . Since     and   is ideal on  , 
therefore,       and hence       . This proves that      . 
(2). By (1) we can have,             . 
 Now we suppose          , so for every              
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                       or                                          
 Therefore, at least           or        . This implies that      or      . 
That is         . This implies that                 Consequently, we obtain, 
                                                                  . 
Case-II. Let             but         .  
We can deduce from supposition that,       or      
such that,                    but        or     but       .  
                                           or     . 
                            . This implies that               
Consequently, we obtain, 
                                                                                   . 
 (3). Clearly, 
         . Then by (1),                       . 
(4).  Let       , hence for every              ,        . 
 Now suppose, 
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        , 
then          containing   also      and hence        . This gives        , 
which implies that     . This shows that         . 
Case-II: Let      , and         therefore            implies that        This 
shows that        . 
(5). Let        , then there exists            such that         but    , 
therefore,           this proves that           . 
This gives,                    
(6). Since          (    , then by (2)  
                , 
  We proceed as,                                     
                         
   =                      
 Hence,                      =                                                                
      -    -                                 
In this section, the notion of  -semi-compatiblity with an ideal will be studied in the 
    .   
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                  Let (        be an      and     is  -compatible with an ideal   
if     is subset of   and there exists          of  , containing x such that      , 
then      It is denoted as    .  On the contrary, we can say that       , then      
                  Let (        be an      and    ,    is  -semi compatible with 
the ideal I, denoted by     , if it fulfills that for a subset   of  , and for     there 
exists           , such that      , then     and so that      , then      
                     is  -semi-compatible with   implies that         is               
 -compatible with  .     -compatible with     ,   is not necessarily  -semi-compatible. 
                       A countably additive ideal   is termed as  -ideal, that is for 
     for    , then              
               Let (        be       and for every subset       , the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(1).        . 
(2).   has a cover of        sets each of whose intersection with   is in   , then 
  is the element of   . 
(3).                       
(4).       . 
(5). if     contains no non-empty subset   with     , then      
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            (2).  This follows from the definition of    . 
         Take     as the subset of   and     , then     , and there subsists           
          , such that      , hence we have               where             
            . By (2), this proves that     . 
     (4). For any subset    of   , 
       and                            .  
By (3), we get 
      . 
     (5). By (4), for every      ,        .  
Let         , then             and by Theorem 2.2.9 (2), 
                
                                      or                                     (             
            Therefore,                           
Now let          , we can see from above expression,      . By the assumption, 
    which implies that         and hence by (3),     .                                        
(5)  (1). For     and assume that for every     , there exists             , such 
that      . Then     , since                             
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     contains non empty subset   with       . By (5),        and we have 
                   and hence    .   □    
                  A        is called as  -semi-Lindel  f, if its every cover 
consisting  of       sets has a countable subcover.  
                       Consider (         a strong     , then       is said to be           
 -semi-compact if every cover of   by      sets has a finite subcover. 
                  The condition C1 is said to be first countable (see [16] and [18]), 
which means that it possesses a countable local base. That is, for each point x in X there 
exists a sequence N1, N2… of neighborhoods of x such that for any neighborhood N of x 
there exists an integer i with Ni  contained in N. 
               Let         be the ideal  -semi Lindel  f space which satisfy the 
condition C1, and      be a  -ideal on    then  ~~ . 
       For     and suppose that for every     , there exists            , such 
that        This implies that              Now                   is        
 -semi open cover of        . Since          is an ideal    -semi-Lindel  f, therefore, 
this cover has a countable sub cover, say {             ;         . Since   is 
a   -ideal, therefore         =                           is in  . If   is  -open 
set of  , then there is nothing else to prove.  Now consider that           is finite. For 
every            , there exists           , such that      ; hence                 
  ( -       )   .  
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By the finite additivity of   , we have           ={       (         )} is in  . This 
proves that  =          (         )   .      □ 
                                                   
In this section, the notion of global function 
*       will be defined in ideal    . The 
derivation of a new closure operator 
*    will be accomplished in the sense of Kuratowski 
[27]. We will also discuss the   ’s  * ,  formulated with the help of closure operator 
*   . Some characterizations and results will be presented in comparison with   -local 
function. 
                  Let (        be an     , and      . The global function of A is 
denoted and defined as: 
*      = 
                                       
                                              
                                                                                        
  
Simply, 
*  will be written in place of *  (   ). And x   *  implies that       for 
some         , or    . This definition reveals the following facts about the global 
function of  : 
(1). 
*    either      or there exists    containing x    such that      . 
(2). x   *  if                         . 
(3). x   *  if there does not exist any    for which    . 
                Let         be an      and    : 
(1). If       then *         for every    . 
(2). If  *      is the  -local function for     and *       is its global function 
then   *  * . 
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(3). Neither    *  nor  *   . 
        (1).  Given that       and    .  
                              We will prove  
*   . 
Since,      
*             …       (i) 
                    Let    ; if             then        . 
          * . 
If           then    * . 
    *             …     (ii)    . 
     * .      (    from (i) and  (ii)) 
(2)       * , then      , for some        . 
        
     * 
   *  *  
(3).  The result can be obtained from the following example:   □ 
                Let us consider           , 
  = {   ,                         } 
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and                        if           then *  =    . Therefore   *  and          
*   . Similarly   * ={ } and  this implies that  * * . 
                Consider a           with the ideals    and    on  , and let   and 
  be elements of        . Then 
  ( ).       *        *                (monotonic property of global function) 
( ).        *           *       
(3).
     *          *  *  
(4).
     *      = *  *  
             Let    *    then there exists     containing x, such that        
Since     and   is ideal on    therefore      , which implies that    *   This 
proves  that, 
*        *      . 
     Let    * (      then there exists     containing x, such that      . As 
   , therefore,       . This implies that,    * (    . 
    . From ( ), it follows: 
*        *  *  
      By ( ), we have *  *   *       
To prove the converse inclusion, we consider as follows:  
Let     *   *  
    *  and     *  
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Now      *             such that      
and    *             such that      . 
               
               
Since                          
           
*        *  *  
    *      
Therefore, we will have the proof that 
*      *  * .                          □ 
               Let   ,    be ultra-     and let   and   be ideals on  .  For a non 
empty subset    of   , the following statements hold: 
(1). 
*        *        *     
             (2). 
*        *        *     
       
(1). The inclusion 
*        *     *       follows directly.  
Let    *      *    . 
This implies that,    *     and    *     
Implies that        and      , for  -open sets    and   containing  . 
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 Hence,            and       . 
                 
              
This implies that     *       as    is a         because    ,    is ultra-   .  
Therefore, we conclude that: 
*         *        *    . 
(2). The inclusion
  *         *        *     follows directly. 
We will show that,  
*        *       *      . 
Let       *       
           such that: 
                            
If       this implies that    *     
Or,                             If         which follows as     *    . 
     *        *     
  *        *       *       
This implies,                                             *       
This implies,                             
 *      *       *       
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Therefore, we conclude that 
*      *      *      .    □ 
Now, we will study the structure of global closure and global interior operators and the 
structure of global function in comparison with the local function. 
                  Let             , whereas      is power set of a non empty 
set   be defined as        * . Then, we have: 
(1).     ( ) = *    
            (2).           = *       = *  *               
This leads to the introduction of Kuratowski’s pre-closure operator in an             . 
The global closure operator is given by the formula, 
*            
* . 
We give forward the class of     called global  -topological space, 
* (I) =          *                is  -topology based upon 
*   . 
                Let     be subsets of an            , then:    
(1).   *          
(2).                 *      . 
(3).                    *        . 
(4).                      *         
 *         
 *      . 
(5).                      *    
*     ))  
*      . 
(6).                Arbitrary intersection of  * -closed sets are  * -closed. 
       (1) and (2),  have quite obvious proofs. 
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         (3).  *      =     
*   . 
         (4).  *        =          
*      
=         ( *    *   
    *    (   *D) 
= 
*       
 *      . 
          (5).  
*     
*         
*       
* ) 
     * )  *    * ) 
     * ) ( *   ** ) 
                                                      =      * )  **  
   *       
          (6). Let   be an indexing set and    be 
* -closed for    . 
        
*                        
              . 
  *                
*           
  *                       … (2) 
Therefore, by (1) and (2), we will have, 
*                   
Thus       is 
*     . 
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 {        is 
*     } is a *   on         □ 
               For                 and for any subsets   and   of  , we note that: 
*                
*       
               If       is a    . Then     implies that *   *     , for a 
subset   of    
       Let    *     . This implies the existence of        such that 
           
or                                                             
or                                                and         . 
For               
* . 
Therefore, 
*   *     .       □ 
                Let’s consider      (      , and   be subset of  , then          
*     * )   * . 
        Let         *    * ) 
By definition, there exists a  -open set  containing  , such that: 
      * )     
        This implies                        and     * )     
        This implies      and              
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          This implies                                        *  
    Hence      
*     * )   *          □ 
                Global closure operator contains   -local closure operator. 
       Let    be a non empty set and    , then the global closure operator is given 
as, 
    
    =    *    * = *              (  by Theorem 2.4.2  (2),  
*  * ). 
                       
       *                     □ 
                 Let (        be an     . Then  
      *         
*      . 
       Since, 
    
This implies                                           
*    *                (  Theorem 2.4.4 (1)) 
  or                                                      *      *  
  This implies                              
 *         
*                                             □ 
                                        
In this section, we will investigate the relation between various closure and interior 
operators in     with the ideal    . We will introduce global interior *     operator and 
global closure operator 
*     on non empty subsets of      
*   ).  
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               Let (        be an     . and     then the following conditions 
hold: 
(1). A A   
( ).      
 
     *       
(  ). *            
     
 (4).       
            
(  ).              
     
          .  Follows by Theorem 2.4.2 (2). 
(2).    By definition, 
   
 (    =     * 
  A A = *       
This proves that,   
 (     *       
(3 ).  As      
          
       
                       *           
*        

*            
      
     Proof follows from ([13], Theorem  3.6). 
             
          
       
                               
Therefore,              
                                                               □ 
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In general, for any non empty subset A of an          (      , we see that: 
*                    
          
            *       
On this basis, we will define the new type of open sets on the basis of [7, 40]. 
                   Consider an      (       and     . Then we define 
          Global semi open set by   * ( )={        *    
*      ))}  
          Global pre open set by   * ( ) =        *     
*   ( ))}  
           Global α open set  by   * ( ) = {         *     
*    
*      ))}  
           Global β open set by     * ( ) = {         *     
*     
*   ( ))}  
     Global -I-open set by  * ( ) ={      *      
*   ( ))   
*     
*      ))} 
Clearly    * ( ) when   is   -open; 
*      
*   ( ))  
*   ( )= 
*    ( 
*    ( )). 
               Let (       be an     , and    . If  
   * ( ), then    * ( ) and      * ( ). 
       For     * ( ), we have 
   *     
*              
*      
*        
*      
*     
*   ( 
*    ( )))) 
This implies,                              
*      
*         
*   ( 
*    ( )) 
This proves that,                                   * ( ) 
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Similarly, for                                         * ( ) 
we have,                                   *     
*           
*   ( 
*    ( 
*        
This gives,                                        *   ( 
*    ( 
*         
This proves that,                                    * ( )                                          □ 
               Let (        be an     . And   * ( ),     * ( ) if and only if 
  * ( ) or   * ( ). 
        For    *      
*     
*    (       
*     
*    ( 
*    ( ))  
*     
*         
This implies,                             *     
*    (    
This gives,    * (  )  by Theorem 2.5.3 and quite clearly    *      
*       .        
Therefore,                                        * ( ) 
Conversely,                                             * ( ) 
            If  
*     
*          
*     
*    (    and    
*      
*        
Then,                          
*      
*          
*    (
*    
*    (      and      
   *      
*        
*    (
*     
*    (     
 Therefore,                                           * ( )                                             □ 
                  Let (        be an     , then: 
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               (1).      * ( )   * ( )  * ( ) 
               (2). * ( )  * ( ) 
               Let (        be an     . If    * ( ), then B D F   where    
   * ,  
*      
*          and      . 
       Let   = *       ,      
*        
So,          and       and    *   isobvious. 
Now,                
*      
*         
*    ( 
*   (     
*     
*    (     by hypothesis. 
Therefore,                
*      
*         . By  D F    and     
* , 
we have,    *       =      
*      
*        =   
This proves that, 
*     
*    (     
*      
*        =                                     □ 
2       -              
In this section, we will introduce and study,   -Normal (simply,     ) and   -Regular 
spaces (simply,      . Some worthwhile properties will be investigated. 
                          Let   be a strong    .   is called    -space,    -space, 
   -space, if   satisfies the following condition respectively: 
(1).   -separation: If       and    , then there exists a    set   in   such that 
either                                            
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(2).     -separation: If       and    , then there are         such that 
                              
(3).     -separation: If       and    , then there are         such that       
and      and        . 
                          Let    and   be subsets of      , such that either both 
are    sets or both  are      sets in  , then the sets     and     are separated. 
     Let   and   be separated sets in a      ,  ). If   and   are subsets of   and   
respectively, then   and   are separated. 
     If   and   are disjoint and either both are in       or both are in      ,  then they 
are separated. 
                       A space       is said to be  -   space if every    set 
contains the  -closure of each of its singleton subsets. 
                       Let   and   be in       in a          and                     
        If there exist two    sets   and  , such that    ,       and      
 , then (     is called generalized normal space (simply,     ). 
                  A     (     with the ideal   is known as      if every pair of 
   sets of   which are disjoint (e.g.,    and  ), then we can find     sets   and   so that 
      and      . 
               Let (        represents     . Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
      (       is     . 
     For   in       and   in       such that    , there exists    sets  and 
  such that       and           . 
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     For disjoint       ,   and  , there exists a    set    such that         
and             . 
               Let   be in        set and   be in        such that    . 
Then,     will be  -closed set. By hypothesis; there exist   ,    and   such that 
     ,            and      .This implies that             and so 
                         . 
This in turn implies that                   . Therefore,           . 
         Let   and   be in        There exist disjoint    sets  and   such that   
      and                which implies that       and           . 
       . Let   and   be disjoint       sets in    Then there exists a      set  , such 
that       and             This implies that    (            . Let 
          , then   is a     set in  , such that       and  
        (           . 
Hence (       is     .                                                                                       □ 
                    : An ideal   in an     (       is called  -codense if          
      . 
                  Let (                 , and let   be codense. Then the 
following statements are the equivalent: 
    . (       is     . 
   . For     set   and     set   containing  , there exists a     set   such that 
      and  *    . 
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               (1). For       each      (   ) coincides with      (      . 
(2). Let   and   be ideals on   and      and (       is     . Then (       is          
  -Normal as well. 
(3). Let   and   be      sets in             and       which implies that              
     . By Theorem 2.6.6, we can have an       subset    
 
   such that 
      
 
          
Since,        
 
  is       and     is       set in  . Then there exists   
 
 in       
such that; 
      
 
     
 
   
                                                                 
 
         . 
 By proceeding in this way we get a family    
  
            . Similarly for 
     
                                      
  
                                                       □ 
                   Let     and   be an ideal on  . Let     be a      set in  , 
then      = {        } is an ideal in  .  
                If (       is   -Normal     , and     is a       set, then 
( ,      ) is     .    
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       Let   and   be disjoint     subsets of  . Since   is contained in   therefore,    
and   are disjoint      subsets of  . Then, there exist      sets   and   such that           
      and      . Let         and         
  As,                                                    and       
Since,                                                , so       (   ) 
which implies that            (   ) 
We can see that            
 If  1=     and  1=    , then  1 and  1  are disjoint       sets in   . 
Moreover,             and similarly,         .  
Hence, ( ,      ) is    -Normal.                                                     □ 
                       Let   be a 1 1 mapping of a space        onto a space 
      . Then   is called   -homeomorphism if and only if both   and  
   are                
 -continuous. A property of a space is called  -homeomorphic invariant if and only if it 
is invariant under  -homeomorphisms, i.e. whenever   has the property P and there is a      
 -homeomorphism of   onto  , then   has the property P. 
                   Let          and (    ) be      and the function 
            (    ) is defined by                       gives an ideal in (    ). 
                If          is a      with ideal   and             
            is a  -homeomorphism, then (           is a      with respect to an 
ideal     . 
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       Let   and   be disjoint    subsets of  . Since   is  -continuous, then        
and        are the disjoint      sets in  . But we know that   is     . Then there 
exists      sets   and   , such that              and           . 
This implies that,                                                
         or                                               
Similarly,              . Now      and      are    sets in  . Therefore        
( ,          is a      with an ideal      .                                               □ 
                Let (        be an      and it is      if and only if each pair of 
disjoint  -closed subsets   and   of    there exists a  -continuous mapping         
          such that          and         . 
        Sufficiency: Suppose, for a pair of disjoint      subsets   and   of    there exists 
a  -continuous mapping               such that          and         . Put 
         
 
 
   ,        
 
 
    , then U and V are      subsets of  . Such that     
     and        . Hence   is    . 
Necessity: Suppose   is     . Then there exist disjoint      subsets   and   of    
             
Where   is      subsets and     is      in    Then by Theorem 2.6.2, there exists     
  
 
 , such that       
 
         . Now we consider         
 
). As   is        
subsets and   
 
 is       in  . Then there exists   
 
 such that          
 
          . 
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Similarly, there exists   
 
  such that         
 
         . Uptill now we have 
obtained a chain, we see the development of the family of  -open subsets in  ,  
{  
  
              
of      sets. Symbolically, we denote that {            satisfying the following 
conditions: 
                        (1).                  . 
                       (2).    If     , then there exists              . 
Given that             , 
      
                                      
                          
  
For any      ,      for any      implies that                               
Thus           And for any            implies that      implies that      
then from above        implies that           
We will show that       is  -continuous. We will show that for every       and every 
 -continuous set   containing         , there exists a  -open set   of   in   with 
      . This will show   is  -continuous. It’s quite clear that 
(1). If      then        
(2). If       then        
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First point is quite obvious while the second point follows the observation that if 
         then      for some rational number in (    , an impossibility since if  
     while      . For     and let   be       set with       . For any    , 
so that                  . If        then for any          , then  
            has the property         If        for any rational         and 
set       then       . Finally, if         , for any rational number         
                   and the set             . So       .                      □ 
      -               
In this section, the notion of   -regular space (simply,     ) will be defined and 
investigated. 
                        Let (      be a      . Then it is said to be  -regular space 
(simply,     , if for each        set   with    , there exist disjoint    sets   and   
such that     and      
                  Let (        be an     . Then it is said to be      if for each    
set   with    , there exist disjoint    sets   and   such that     and      .  
                (1). When        then  -regular space coincides with     . 
 (2).      and     are independent concepts, but for T1-space,      implies     . 
               Let (        be an      . Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
   .   is     . 
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     For each    , and     set   containing   there exists a    set   containing   such 
that 
            
     For each      and       set   not containing  , there exists a       set   
containing   such that            . 
                Let     and   be a       set containing  . Then there exists 
disjoint       sets   and  such that     and            If          
    then              .  
Now,          (    )      )       
        Let   be       set in   such that    . Then there exists a       set   
containing  , such that                  or            . 
        Let   be       set in   such that    . Then by (3), there exists a       set 
  containing  , so that           . If          =      then   (         ) = 
    and   and (         ) are the required disjoint       sets such that     and 
               . Hence    is     .                                                                □ 
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Our motivation for studying  -topological groups (simply,     ) is purely intellectual 
interest. The study of     ’s reveals that, it forms a thriving family of interesting, 
relatively accessible and fundamentally important  -topological spaces (simply,    ). In 
algebraic  -topology, algebra is used to study  -topology. This is achieved by finding the 
algebraic invariants that classify  -topology by virtue of  -homeomorphism. A               
 -topological group is a mathematical structure which is a  -topological space as well as 
a group, with some sort of compatibility between the  -topological and algebraic 
structure. The algebraic topology is rightfully termed as algebraic  -topology 
(simply,      but the converse is not generally true. Motivated from the notion                
 -topology, defined by Császár [8, 9], Hussain [19] succeeded to define the notion 
    ’s using the    and  -continuity defined in [9]. 
                      A topological group (simply,    ),           ) possesses the 
dual nature of  topological space (simply,   ) as well as of a   , where the    
operations are as follows: 
      
meaning as              
and taking inverses:       
       defined by        
are continuous. Here,       is studied as the product topology. In this dissertation, in 
general, we take that      which is not a     as in [24]. 
This chapter is devoted to study     ’s. We start with some basic and classical concepts 
of     ’s. This will provide the necessary background for the investigation of the work 
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presented in section 3.2 and 3.3. In the section 3.1, proofs of the results are omitted which 
can be seen in [19] and [24]. In consequence, we will present some worthwhile results 
on  -connectedness and  -quotients of     ’s along with their similarities and 
differences from    ’s.  
In 2013, study of     ’s was initiated by Hussain et. al. in [19].     ’s have the 
algebraic structure of group and topological structure of     connected by  -continuity 
of       and  -continuity of inversion mappings on    . 
                 
In this section, some basic and significant definitions and results are presented which will 
be used in the sequel. For these definitions, we refer to [19] and [24]. 
                      A        is a group which is also a     such that the 
multiplication map of     into   sending     into    , and the inverse map of   into 
  sending   into    , are  -continuous maps. 
A      is in general not a     whereas every topological group is a     . One can note 
that       is a group and it forms a     under the  -topology   generated by the basis 
      , ), ( ,        }. Then (( , +),   ) is a      but not a    . Similarly,     
    +) is a group and it forms a     under the   ,   generated by the basis                 
  {                           . Then ((        is a      but not a 
topological group. The base with identity   is represented as    and local base    at   
which is given as: 
            . 
Further for every      and    , there is an element      such that 
(i)      and 
(ii)      .  
(iii)     .   
(iv)        . 
                   Let   be any non-empty set and        then   is called          
 -covering of   if        . If   is a     and every element of     is       then   is 
called a         convering.  
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Let   be a   ,     . Then for every    , singleton set     is       set in  . Moreover, 
a    subgroup   of      is         in  . It is known that any subgroup   of          
is a  -topological group and called    subgroup. The     of any subgroup of a      is 
again     .  
                  Let          be     ’s and        is a mapping. Then   is 
called a morphism of  -topological groups if   is both  -continuous and group 
homomorphism.   is a      isomorphism (briefly,  -isomorphism) if it is                      
 -homeomorphism and    homomorphism. If we have the relation of  -isomorphism 
between two     ,         , then we say that they are  -isomorphic, and we denote 
them by:    
      
It is obvious that composition of two  -morphisms of     ’s is again a  -morphism. 
Also the identity map       is a  -isomorphism. Hence     ’s and  -morphism 
form a category. There are some well known facts about the   -connected as well as          
 -separated spaces. A       is said to be  -homogeneous, as for all      , there 
subsists   -homeomorphism        defined as         
                              and    be a family of subsets of   satisfying the 
properties: 
(1). For every     , there is an element      such that  
   ,       and 
     for every    . 
(2). For every     , and for every    , there is an element      such that 
       . 
Then the family                is a base for a    on G. With this   ,   is a 
    . 
       Assume that   is a group and    is a family of subsets of   satisfying the given 
conditions. Let   be a collection of all subsets  of   satisfying the following: 
                 For each    , there is      such that     . 
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It is clear that   is a    on   since      for any subfamily   of  . We show that   
    , for each     and each O   .Take any     . Then   
    , by 
hypothesis, there is an element      such that    
    . It follows that      . 
Hence     . This together with the hypothesis that for each O    and for every 
   , there exists       such that     . 
Hence, the family               is a base for     . Now, we prove that the 
multiplication in G is jointly continuous with respect to the     . Let   and   be 
arbitrary elements of  , and O be any element of    such that     . Then there exists 
     such that      . It suffices to find       and      such that           
         or, equivalently,          which is, in its turn, equivalent to 
           . Now we can select   and   in    as follows: 
First, by hypothesis, choose      such that  
   . Again, by hypothesis, choose 
     such that    
    . Then, by the choice of   and  , we have          
                which implies that  (         . Thus, the multiplication in 
  is  -continuous with respect to     . In particular, all right translations of   are          
 -continuous, and the space     ) is homogenous. 
Now, we prove that      , for all     and     . 
Take any     . We have to find      such that      . Clearly, we have     
      . By hypothesis, there is an element      such that   
     . It follows 
that there is      such that  
      . Therefore,            , that is    
       . Hence,      . It follows that     .   
Finally, we prove that the mapping    of G onto G given by            is                    
 -continuous. It is sufficient to show that the set        is in   for all     and 
    , since    
             .  
By hypothesis, it suffices to verify that      . Take an arbitrary point      . Then 
     , by hypothesis        for some     . Choose      such that       
       Then              , whence it follows that         
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                 . Again, by given,    to be    neighborhood containing  , 
so we conclude that     is an element of   .                                                              □ 
                  A           is locally  -compact at     provided there is a    
set   and a  -compact subspace   of   such that     and    . A     is locally      
 -compact if it is locally  -compact at each of its points. Every  -compact space is 
locally  -compact. 
                  Let     ) be a   . If for        there subsists two disjoint 
clopen sets   and   such that        , then the space   is said to be ultra-
Hausdorff or ultra-  . 
                : A         ) is  -compact if its open cover possesses a finite 
subcover. 
                       Let     ) be a    . If for each pair of distinct points      
there exist two disjoint  -clopen sets         such that        , then the space   is 
said to be ultra- -Hausdorff. 
               Let   be a      and   and   subsets of  . If   and   are                
 -compact, then   is  -compact. 
                Consider         and    a base of the space   at the identity 
element  . Then for    , 
                } 
       -               
In this section, basic topological properties of  -connectedness in     ’s will be 
discussed. For connectedness in    ’s, see [13]. Now we will give definition of              
 -component in    ’s. 
                  Let   be a     and let      . Then we say that the pair     is 
 -separated if                     . 
Let   be a    . A set     is  -connected if there are no two non-empty  -separated 
sets   and   such that      . The space   is  -connected if it is a  -connected 
subset of itself. 
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                 A      , having a       subgroup does not qualify to be            
 -connected. 
                      Let     where   is    . For    , the set 
     
     
 
Where   is  -connected in  , is called the  -component of   belonging to    From [11], 
we have the following      . 
           : Let       be a  -continuous mapping between    ’s. If   is          
 -connected, then so is       
                   Let   be any  -open neighborhood of    of  -connected     , . 
Then,  =   
 
   . 
               The maximal component of a    set   in      is again   . 
               Let G be a      and let e be the identity element of G. Then the 
maximal  -connected component containing e is       invariant subgroup of G. 
       Let F be the maximal component of the identity e. By            , F is      . 
Let    . Since the multiplication and inversion functions in   are  -continuous, by 
             , the set   −1 is also  -connected, and since     −1, we must have 
a    F. Hence, for every      we have   −1   , i.e.   is a subgroup of  . If   is an 
arbitrary element of  , then   −1◦       =  
−1   is a  -connected subset containing e. 
Since F is maximal,   −1     for every    , i.e. F is a normal subgroup.      □ 
                 : A mapping       between     is called    if for every    
set    ,      is    in  . 
               The  -connected component of the identity in a         is a 
subgroup of  . 
       Let    be the  -connected component of   containing the identity and        
be arbitrary. Then by              , set       is  -connected and contains the identity 
and so     
      will be  -connected. Since    is a  -component, we have    
         which implies that    
       . In particular  
    belongs to    from 
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which we conclude    is subgroup of  .                                                                                   
  
                                    
One of the main operations on    ’s is that of taking quotient   ’s. Many non-trivial 
examples and counter examples arise as quotients of relatively simple and well-known 
   ’s. This operation on    ’s has been the subject of an intensive and thorough study. 
So it is interesting to study quotients on        s. 
Suppose that     ) is a       with identity  , and   is a  -closed subgroup of  . Denote 
by     the set of all left cosets    of   in  , and endow it with the  -quotient topology 
with respect to the canonical map              given by         ,      . 
               If   is  -connected      having subgroup   which contains         
 -neighbourhood of identity then     . In particular, a    subgroup of   equals to  . 
       Let   be the   ,  -neighborhood of the identity that is contained in   and 
    be arbitrary. Since multiplication by   is  -homeomorphism, the set               
             is also    and also contained in  . Hence the set   =       is   -
open and is contained in  . Since U contains the identity element,     and we 
conclude that   is   . Hence    = .                                                                                    
               Let G be a      having a subgroup H. Then quotient map      
        is   , i.e, for every  -open set O in G the set      is     in    . 
       Let O be    in  . We have               . To check that      is    in 
   , one must check            is     in  . It follows that, 
                        
=                                
=                                  
    
Which is    .                                                                                      
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              It follows that every family of     sets in      is the family    for 
  a    set in  . In particular for         , the set of    -neighborhoods of      is the 
family of the form     , where     is     set of    . 
                 Let   be a        having a subgroup. Then 
(a)   is    if it has interior which is non empty. 
(b) If   is     , then it is    as well. 
       (a). Let        be     set and let      Then 1              
Now            is   , contains 1 and           for every      . Hence H is 
  . 
(b). If   is    then every coset     is    and consequently the compliment         is 
  . So   is   .                                                                                              
             Let   be     , let   be a invariant subgroup of   and let      be 
equipped with quotient   -topology. Then 
 (1). The canonical projection          is  -open. 
 (2). If           is a homomorphism to a             , then   is  -continuous 
if and only if        is  -continuous. 
       (1). Let     be a    set in  . Then                      is   , 
since each     is   . Therefore       is  -open in     . 
(2). If   is  -continuous, then the composition     is obviously  -continuous. Assume 
now that     is  -continuous. Let W be a  -open set in   . Then        
      
            is    in     . Therefore,   is  -continuous.                                      
                  A       is called  -totally disconnected if all the  -connected 
components are singletons. 
               Let    be a       and let   N be a     invariant subgroup of   . 
 (1). If   both    and      are   -connected, then    is  -connected. 
 (2). If both   and     are  -totally disconnected then   is  -totally 
disconnected. 
       Let           be the canonical group homomorphism, 
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(1). Let      be a  -clopen set of  . As every coset     is  -connected, one has either 
     or       . Hence    =            This implies that       is a non empty     
 -clopen set of the  - connected subgroup     . Thus      =    . Consequently 
     
(2). Let C be  -totally disconnected set in  . Then      is  -totally disconnected, so by 
our hypothesis      is singleton. This means   is contained in some coset   . Since    
is  -totally disconnected and the subspace of  -totally disconnected subspace is  -totally 
disconnected. Hence   is singleton.                                                                
             Let   be a      and let   be a    invariant subgroup of  . 
 (1). If   is   -compact, then     is  -compact. 
 (2). If   and      are  -compact, then   is a  -compact. 
       Let         be a canonical group homomorphism. 
(1).  is  -compact   is  -continuous surjection. A  -continuous image of                  
 -compact is  -compact. Hence     is  -compact. 
(2).    is a canonical map and it is  -continuous and the inverse image of                     
 -compact is  -compact. Therefore, it is quite straightforward that   is                    
 -continuous.                                                                                            
                [45]: Let   and   be two    subspaces and   is mapping from   to 
 .   is called net-continuous if for each {  } in   which converges to   (      
converges to     ). We say a       has net continuous property if for each     if Y and 
each net-continuous map   from   to  ,   is  -continuous. 
        3.3.10 [45]: A     on   which contains  , is a topology if it has net-
closure property. 
                Let   be a      and   and   be    subsets of  ; if   is               
 -compact then    and    are    . Moreover the canonical projection           is 
  . 
       Let {       be a net in    such that          . It is sufficient to show 
      for    , we have        , where      and     . As P is                        
 -compact, there exists      and subnet {       such that        . Thus  
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(          is a net in     which converges to (        Therefore        
   
converges to     
    . Now         
          Analogously, it is possible to 
prove    is    -closed and         is   . For every                          
is  -open neighborhood of       such that            is empty. So      is  -closed.               
  
                Let   be a       and    be a subgroup of   containing the 
identity element then   is   . 
       Let U be the     -neighborhood of the identity that is contained in   and 
    be arbitrary. Since multiplication by   is  -homeomorphism, the set                
            is also     and contained in H. Hence the set            is    
and contained in  . Since U contains the identity element,      and we conclude that 
  is  -open. Hence     .                                                                     
                       A          ) is locally  -compact at     provided there 
is a    set   and a   -compact subspace        such that     and    . A     is 
locally  -compact at each of its points. 
                       A separation,     of       ,  ), is a pair of    sets 
     , such that 
1.       
2.       
3.    and   are non empty. 
                       A           is totally  -separated if and only if      : 
    there exists a separation      such that    ,    . 
                    : A       , having a    subgroup, is not  -connected. The 
 -connectedness for    subspaces can be defined by inducing    -topology. 
 From [14], we have the relation between  -continuity and  -connectedness. 
              Let         be a  -continuous mapping between    spaces if     
is  -connected, so is       
                   A mapping       between      is called    if for every    
set    ,      is    in  . 
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                       is called locally  -compact if, roughly speaking, each small 
portion of the   -space looks like a small portion of a compact space. 
              Suppose that         is a   ,  -continuous map from space   to 
a space   ,        , and                 Then    
         ). 
                    Suppose that   is a       , and that   is a  -closed invariant 
subgroup of   . Then     with the  -quotient topology and multiplication is a     , 
and the canonical mapping  π          is a      -continuous homomorphism. 
                         Consider   to be a      and   is a    invariant subgroup 
of  . Then     with the  -quotient topology is  -discrete if and only if   is    in  . 
                   Let   be a     ,   be a  -closed subgroup of  , π is                  
 -quotient map of   to    , and let   and   be    neighborhoods of the neutral 
element e in   such that   −1     . Then,      (π( ))  π(U). 
                Every non-empty  -connected subset of the  -quotient group     
is a singleton, i.e. the space      is totally disconnected, where   to be  -connected 
component of the        . 
       The quotient      is a      because   is a     invariant subgroup of  . Let    
be the identity element of     and   be a  -connected subset of     such that       It 
suffices to show that   ={  . Assume on the contrary and take         , where 
        is the natural quotient mapping. Then     and    , hence B is not    
 -connected and we can fix b   and a non-empty subset U of   such that b is not in   
and   is    and    in the subspace  . Also          , since the fibers of   are        
 -homeomorphic to   and, therefore  -connected. Since the restriction of p to B is a    
mapping of   onto  , it follows that      is  -open and  -closed in  . However, 
         , since              . On the other hand,              , and 
     is non-empty. It follows that subspace   is not  -connected, a contradiction.           
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                Let        be a  -continuous homomorphism of     ’s. 
Suppose that the image      contains a non-empty  -open set in  , for each    
neighborhood V of the identity element    in  . Then the homomorphism  p is   . 
       First, we claim that the identity element    of   is in the  -interior of      , for 
each    neighborhood   of    in  . Indeed, choosing a    neighborhood   of    such 
that        . By our assumption,      contains a non-empty    set W in  . Then 
     is a    neighborhood of   , and we have that: 
                             
Choose an arbitrary element       , where   is an arbitrary non-empty    set in  . 
We can find     with        and a    neighborhood   in G of    such that       
     . Let W be a    neighborhood of    with      . Then the set yW contains 
y, it is open in  , and               . This implies that      is  -open in  .       
                Let   be a     ,   a    subgroup of  , and         be the 
canonical mapping. If   is a  -dense subgroup of G, then the restriction       is a    
mapping of   onto       if and only if the intersection    is  -dense in  . 
       Suppose that     is  -dense in  . Take an arbitrary non-empty    set   in  . 
Then      , for some     set   in  . Since the mapping   is   , the set             
            is    in      and we claim that       . Indeed, if    , take a 
point     with       .  Then                . Since     is  -dense 
in H, the set    (          is  -dense in   . Hence            . So we 
can pick a point          . Then      and                  , which 
implies that       . Therefore, the mapping          is   . 
Conversely, suppose that   is    as a mapping of   onto             Let U be a 
neighborhood of the identity element   in  . We claim that         . Indeed, take a          
   symmetric neighborhood  of   in   such that       Then               
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is a    neighborhood of the point         in     , so there exists a  -open set   in 
    such that                   . This implies that,  
                . 
Take an arbitrary element    . By the  -density of   in  , there exists     such that 
    must be  -dense in  . Otherwise, we can find an element     and a symmetric 
neighborhood U of e in   such that     (       , where            , a 
contradiction,               and, y above inclusion, we can choose        
and     such that        . It follows that             and                  
                  . So, h=                  and, therefore,              
          , a contradiction.                                                                   
                               s 
In this section, we will define semi-     as a generalization of      and find some of 
its properties. 
                  Let        and        be    ’s. A mapping       is called          
 -semi-continuous if for each    set  in  ,        is    ( ). 
                  Let        and        be    ’s. A function       is called 
 -semi-continuous at     if for each    set   in   containing     , there exists a 
    set   in   containing   such that       .   is  -semi-continuous on   if it is   
 -semi-continuous at each    . 
                       ,       defined as, 
   )= 
       
 
 
    
 
 
    
  
Then   is  -semi-continuous on   but not  -continuous. 
               Let         be a semi-    . Let               be an inverse 
mapping defined by         ;      . Then   is  -semi-continuous mapping. 
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       Let    . Let   be a  -open set in   containing    . Then by hypothesis, 
there exist     sets   and   containing   and  , respectively, such that  
       . 
In particular,                                        . 
This gives that   is  -semi-continuous at    . Since   was an arbitrary element of   , 
therefore   is  -semi-continuous on  .                                                                              □ 
               Let       be     and   is      , and           , then   
is     in  . 
       Since   is       , therefore, there we can find a    set   in   such that              
          , but               and then         . Hence,            
and thus   is       .                                              □ 
                  Let       be a    . A subset   of   is called nowhere  -dense 
if                . 
               Let       be a     and   is      , then        is nowhere         
 -dense in  . 
        Since,            =          
                   
         
  
Now,                   [                 (       
                     
   
=                 
    
This proves that        is nowhere  -dense in  .                                             
               Let       be a     and   is        in   then      . Where 
  is       in  ,       and   is nowhere  -dense in  . 
       Since   is        in  , therefore, there exists a       set   in   such that,                                                 
             . 
But,                                                            ,                          
Let,                                                              
then                                            =  and       . 
Which gives   is nowhere  -dense. 
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Now we will prove that       is nowhere  -dense in  . Since   is       and by 
Theorem-3.4.7,        is nowhere  -dense in  . Therefore, 
                        )                                
               Let        and         be    ’s and let (           ) 
=       be their product    . If    is        in    and    is        in   , then 
      is        in      . 
       Assume that           where    is  -open in    and             , 
for      . Then, 
                      
          (        (        (       
 But       is       in       and  
(        (        (                     =                
Hence,                                             
                           
This proves that        is        in      .                                                  
              Let        and        be    ’s and       is                               
 -semi-continuous, then for any subset   of  ,  (                  . 
       Since,                                        
                  
Since,           is  -closed and   is  -semi-continuous, therefore  
              is 
    in  . 
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                                                                                             □ 
                          is said to semi-     if 
(1).      is a    . 
(2).      is a    
(3).       and for each    set   containing      , there exist     sets 
  containing    and   containing  , such that,          
                   Let       be a    . A subset   of   is said to be feebly    if 
there exists a    set   in   such that            . Every    set is feebly    and 
every feebly    set is       . 
                Let         be a semi-    . Then for each feebly       subset   
of   ,     is       . 
       Let   be feebly      . Then by definition, there exists a    set   in  , such 
that,  
                                           (                ) 
                   
         
     
Because,          is a semi-     then by Theorem-3.4.4 and  Lemma-3.4.10,     is 
      .                                                                                                         
                Let         be a semi-    . The mapping         
defined by             , is  -semi-continuous. 
       Let           and   be a    set containing      . Since         is 
semi-    , therefore, there exists        sets   containing   and   containing y such 
that        . Since     is     set containing        thus,                             
 (             implies that  is  -semi-continuous on    .     □ 
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                Let         be semi-    . If   is  -open and    , then    , 
    is       . 
       Let                          and       ,  
                                                      z     
or, for some                       y  =          
this implies,                                            
Now,                                                , 
 implies,                                           ,  
where   is      , therefore, by the hypothesis, i.e.,   is semi-     , there exist        
sets   containing   and   containing   such that, 
        
or                        or       . 
This implies that for each point       , we can find a     set   containing   such 
that      . This means     is    . Since union of any number of      -semi-open 
sets is  -semi-open, therefore,                is  -semi-open.                     □ 
                Let         be a semi-     and   a subgroup of  . If   contains 
a non-empty  -open set, then   is     in  . 
       Let   be a non-empty    subset of   with    . For    , the set     is 
    in    by Theorem-3.4.16, and is a subset of   . Therefore, the subgroup        
        
   
 
is  -semi-open in   as the union of  -semi-open sets.                                            □ 
                Every open subgroup   of a semi-              is also semi-
    . 
       We have to show that for each       and each  -open set      of 
     , there exist        sets     of   and     of y such that        . 
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Since,   is  -open in     is       subset and since   is semi-    , there exist     
subsets   of   and   of   in  , such that          
The sets       and      , are     subsets of   and   is   . Also,                
             . This proves that   is semi-    .                                  □ 
                Let         be a semi-    . Then every  -open subgroup of   is 
 -semi-closed. 
       Let   be an    subgroup of  . Then by Theorem-3.4.16,      is     coset of 
  in  . Thus, 
       
     
 
is also     is union of     sets. Then       is    .                                   □ 
                   A          is  -semi-regular if and only if for each     set   
and      , there exist disjoint     sets   and   such that     and    . 
                Let       be a  -semi-regular space, then for each     and 
          , there exists     set   containing   such that, 
            
The proof is straightforward, therefore omitted.                                            
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In this chapter, we will emphasize the    endowed upon the vector spaces.We will apply 
these fundamental results of  -continuity of Császár on the vector spaces (simply,   )  
and subspaces over the field   (Real or Complex). We will construct the  -topological 
vector space (simply,         by the application of  -continuity over vector addition and 
scalar multiplication. Furthermore, we will give the example of       which fails to be a 
   . Endowment of    will also be studied upon the subspaces and the quotient 
subspaces by virtue of inheritance or induced aspect of this notion. Some results included 
in this chapter are published in [23]. 
                                   
In a vector space   over the field   there are two types of operations; vector addition and 
scalar multiplication.  To each pair      , we associate a vector       and for  
each     and    , we associate     . The elements of    are called the vectors 
and the elements of the field are called the scalars. A topology   endowed upon a linear 
space is known as linear topology [28, 38]. Since linear space is a vector space. If the 
operation of vector addition and scalar multiplication are continuous, then this endows a 
topology on the vector space. The two topological vector spaces (simply,    ’s)    and 
  are homeomorphic if mapping,          is one-to-one, linear and continuous. The 
linear homeomorphism   is said to be embedding and      is termed as copy of   in . 
A subspace of a    is called subspace or linear subspace if it is a    itself with respect to 
the induced operations. A function      of two     is said to be linear if the 
following condition is satisfied; 
                     
Where                . Linear functions between two    are usually called linear 
operators. Consider,    a   . A system   of   is called to be linearly independent     , 
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for every finite family  (  )  of scalars, 
       = 0 implies that   = 0 for all    . 
                       A        over the field   is a commutative           with 
a map             such that 
                              . 
Some well known examples of    are; 
1. Polynomials {  :        are independent (      =   ). 
2. Space defined as,        
n
,over   is a   . 
3.   is a    over . 
                          Let      be a    endowed with a topology  . The pair 
(        is called a topological vector space  (    ) if,  
1. For every point      the singleton     is a closed set (namely,          
2. The    operations are continuous with respect to  . 
Comment: The first condition is not required in all texts. 
The second condition means that the mappings: 
           
                                 
and 
         
                                     
are continuous [28], for every       and    . Where   has its usual topologies are 
given with the V V and      are the respective product topologies. Thus, for any 
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     , and any open neighborhood     of    , there must exist open 
neighborhoods          of   and  , respectively, such that           As scalar 
multiplication is continuous, hence for any given     and    ,and of any open 
set  containing      , there exists an open set   of     and an open set   of   such 
that       . A     is necessarily a topological group: the definition ensures that 
the group operation (vector addition) is continuous, and the inverse operation is the 
same as multiplication by   , and so is also continuous.   
                           Let       be a   , a subspace of a topological space X 
is a subset   of   which is equipped with a topology induced from   called subspace 
topology (induced topology), which is defined as: 
             
If   is equipped with the subspace topology, then it is a topological space in its own 
right. 
                                 
In this section, we will define and study  -topological vector spaces (simply,     ). 
Where the    is endowed upon the vector space.      is a generalization of    . We 
will give examples of       which are not    . 
                  Let   be a    over the field   endowed with a  -  . The pair 
(        is called a         if the vector space operations are  -continuous with 
respect to  . 
Comment: The condition that the    operations are  -continuous means that the 
mappings: 
(i)                                                       
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defined by,                                             
and 
(ii)                                    
defined by,                                                   
are  -continuous. 
            : (1). For any          and every  -open set   containing      , 
there exist     sets   containing    and   containing   , such that         
(2). For any    ,   and every     set   containing   , there exist  -open sets   
containing   and   containing  , such that         
(3). Every     is a     . Whereas      need not be a     since the  -continuity 
may not be continuous. 
(4). Every     -space is     -space but the converse may not be true. 
                       A map                 is called  -neighborhood 
system on   if for each    ,       . Then        is called  -neighborhood of 
     
                  Let          be      and    . Then   is said to be               
 -bounded if for     set   in     , there exists     so that       
               Let          be     , then the right translation mapping    
      , defined by           is  -continuous. 
       By definition of     , for         , if  is -open set containing    , 
then there exist     sets   containing y and    containing  , such that; 
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                  …        (i) 
Since we have,                                     
                                            
                                         
This gives,                                             
As    is  -open. Hence    is  -continuous.                                                           □ 
               In      (    ,   , the algebraic sum of a     set and an arbitrary 
set is    . 
       Let   be    set and   be any arbitrary set in a             . We show that 
                   is    . 
             Let                                                                
            This implies,                                           
For fix     , the  -continuity of         , 
implies that,   a     set  , such that           
This implies,                                                 
This implies,                                              
                   =        
This implies,                         =        
Where     is    . This implies that     is    .                                            □ 
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The proof of the following theorem is simple. 
               If (      ) is a     , then the inverse mapping of left translation 
       is bijective. 
               Let           and                     and           and 
       {a,b},{b,c}}. Consider the mapping: 
              
as:                     . It can be seen that  -open sets of       are 
  {a,b},{b,c} and the respective pre images are                 which are  -open in 
       This gives that   is  -continuous. 
 We will use the Definition-2.1.10, where the product of     is mentioned. By the 
product of    , we obtain the basis which is itself is  -topological space. Some well 
known definitions of projection mappings are given to strengthen the concept of    . 
We will use the idea that helps us to obtain the example where we can show that every 
     need not to be a    . 
                  The projection    is ( ,  )-open. In general,    need not be 
( ,  )-continuous. For a converse direction, we need the following lemma. 
                   If every    is strong  -topology then   is strong  -topology 
and    is ( ,  )-continuous for    . 
In [44], Shen studied the relationship between the products of  -topologies and other 
basic operations (namely         . 
                   If every    is strong  -topology, then    is( ,  )-
continuous,                continuous,            )-continuous,             -
continuous,             -continuous.   
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In the following example we will discuss the      which is not a     . 
                Let        and                                 be the    
and it can be seen that                  . Therefore,   is a    but fails to be a 
topology. Now consider the projective mappings with respect to addition and 
multiplication, 
         
defined by                         
         
defined by                           . 
    ={ ,                                                         
                                                                
                                                                        
                                                          . 
Then             ,                                       
                    ,                        , etc.  
Similarly, it can be seen  holds the condition of  -continuity. 
          ,                                       , 
                                                  
Which proves that      is a     .                                                    
                        Let       be    ,     and    ,   is said to be          
 -accumulation point or  -limit point of   if and only if every    set containing   
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contains a point of   different from  .  
                Every                is  -Hausdorff  if and only if the one point 
sets     are   . 
       Given that          is the     . Let    y      and     . Both sets     
and     are    because it does not have  -accumulation point lying in it, hence      is 
 -Hausdorff. 
Conversely, we will show that            is    where one point sets are    . 
Suppose y   then    , so by the  -Hausdorff condition, we can find       such 
that     and     and      . We see that      , so every point of   has    
set lying entirely with in  . Thus   is   .                                                                □ 
A set whose members are induced by elements from a directed set is called a    . It is 
worth mentioning that an algebraic sum of a   -closed set and an arbitrary set is not    in 
general. 
                Let          be     , the algebraic sum of a  -compact set and 
a     set is    . 
       Let   be  -compact set and   be    set and            be a net in     ,  
satisfying          . Since   is  -compact, we can say that        . Then this 
implies that, 
                      
Since   is  -closed and      , so             is  -closed.                        
                Let          be      and let     be  -bounded subsets of  
    . Then the following are  -bounded as well  
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(1). Every subset of  . 
              ,     and    for each    . 
        The proof of (1) is quite trivial, we give the proof of (2) only. 
 Let    and    belongs to   such that         and         for   -open set  . We 
take             ,        We obtain           and            . Therefore 
    and        are  -bounded. The  -boundedness of    can be verified similarly.    
 
                   A subset   of a      is called  -convex if it contains the line 
segment joining pair of points. 
                In a        (    ,   for any subset   and   of     , following 
are true: 
(1).  If            then                                      . 
             +               . 
(3).   If   is  -convex then         is  -convex. 
        (4).   If   is  -convex then        is  -convex. 
(5).   If   is    then for any set  , we have             . 
Proof: (1). By         we mean the union of all the  -open sets contained in  . So it is 
clear that; 
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Now we will prove that                    ). Since,           is    and it is 
clearly contained in    . Since            is a maximal    subset of    , it 
follows that; 
          
         ). 
(2). Let          and         , by  -continuity of vector addition for every    
set   containing    , there exist    sets   and   containing   and   respectively, 
such that,                                
         . 
 Now, since         , therefore, for every    set containing   contains a point of   
and similarly every    set containing b contains a point of  , 
                                                   and        
     and             
And        and              . 
                 Every  -neighborhood of     intersect      
                      +               . 
(3). Given that   is  -convex. Let          . This means that there exist  -open sets 
       , such that       and      .  
Since   is  -convex: 
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                       , 
which proves that                        ,  namely         is convex. 
(4). The  -convexity of   implies that for all        : 
           . 
Let        , then 
t         =          and  (1−t)       =           . 
By the second item: 
    
 
    +           =        +                                   , 
This proves that        is  -convex. 
The proof of (5) is on similar steps.                                         
                If   and   are  -convex sets in    then     is  -convex set as 
well. 
       Let     ,        
          and          
                                                               
          Since     and             
      is   -convex set.                                                                                
                                    
In this section, we will study the      subspaces. Since every subspace of    is a vector 
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space in its own right, which inherits the  -topology from the      by the relative or 
induced   . 
                        Let     be a    over the field      and   is the subset of  
  that is closed under vector addition and scalar multiplication:  
       and        for all    . 
Then   is said to be a vector subspace of      over  . A subset of a vector space is 
called a vector subspace if it is a     in its own right under the induced operations. 
We know that if          be the       and       then relative  -topology on   is: 
              
 If   is equipped with the relative  -topology, then         is  - topological space in its 
own right. Now if  (        is a      and      is a subspace equipped with  -
topology   , then: 
                                                                 x     
defined by                              
                                                            x     
defined by                             . 
are    -continuous.  
               Let       be a vector subspace of a     ,      . Then   is 
compatible with vector space structure of       that is, vector addition and scalar 
multiplication are   -continuous if and only if, 
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         is compatible with the additive group structure of     . 
 (2). For each     , the mapping                 , is   -continuous. 
   (3). The mapping                         ,  is  -continuous. 
       Assume that     is compatible with vector subspace structures. Then (2) and (3) 
are satisfied trivially by the              , that every   -topological vector subspace is a 
vector space, then the following   -continuities will hold; 
                  and                  
Conversely, let           , the problem is to show          is  -continuous. 
Let  be   -open neighborhood. We will find the  -neighborhood of        
                
Let   be a   -open, such that; 
        
By (2) there exists     set    such that       . 
By (3) there exists     set    such that       . 
Then, evidently      ,       and       , hence by distributivity, 
                       
                                
               
This completes the proof.                                           
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             Let               be mapping between two    s. Then   is      
 -continuous if and only if all subsets      satisfy                      
               In a      , the closure of      subspace is a      subspace. 
       Let      be the      subspace of              . According to             , 
the addition and scalar multiplication are  -continuous which will be satisfied by the 
    , i.e., 
    U U U   
           
As      is a     subspace then        is also an additive  -topological subgroup, 
therefore it will follow that: 
                                                          
                    
                                                       
Now we will express the closure over the scalar multiplication is  -continuous, 
                                                              
                                                   
This completes the proof.                                                                      
               Let (    ,     be Hausdorff      and      be a     subspace 
of        with the relative  -topology. Then  (        is also   -  . 
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       If           therefore,           and for     then there exists -open 
sets        with     and     and        Now let        and 
       then          with      and      and                                      
 
               Every proper      subspace   of              has empty interior. 
        Let          , means that there exists     set   such that      . Since 
x U  and { }U x  is contained in  . For ,x V  we consider,  
                                 
Since the  -continuity of     is confirmed by the fact that   is itself a      . As the   -
continuity has been established, we will proceed by considering that for any vector v V
we will define      in the same way as    . Then 
1( { })vf U x
   is  -open set. Thus making 
the value      
         , we see that { }v U x   , i.e., { }U x is contained in V and 
    therefore    . This proves that       i.e,   is not proper, and which is the 
reason that interior of   is empty.                                                    
               The product of family of      subspaces is a      subspace under 
the point wise algebraic operations and the product  -topology. 
Proof: Let {( , ) : }i iX i I   be the family of  -topological subspaces and let 
i
i I
X X

  and i
i I
 

  . We will show only that vector addition and scalar 
multiplication on   are   -continuous. Let in     Then 
f
i i
f
x x  and 
g
i i
g
y y
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, in  Xi for each i, so also, 
,
+ if gi i i i
f g
x y x y
   
in Xi  for each i. Since the product  -topology of point wise convergence, we see that 
   
      
      
    
    
 
                                                          
                                        
For a vector space      with a subspace     , the quotient space      is the set, 
                       
where                     , equipped with the vector-space operations of vector 
addition and scalar multiplication. 
                      Let      be the     subspace of              upon field 
     . Then the quotient      is defined as     over            which satisfies       
 -continuity with respect to addition and scalar multiplication.  
That is, 
                    
                  
For understanding the structure of       subspace, we should take a look at the structure 
of cosets                   is called the cosets of     subspace  over 
           . “The collection of all cosets for the structure of quotient      .”Therefore 
for ,a b V  
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                        and 
                      and                     
                 Let      be the closed subspace of      then quotient map 
: / Uf V V  is   -open, that is, carries   -open set to  -open set. 
               If      is a     subspace of a             , then the addition of 
cosets of      given above is well defined. 
       Suppose that           and          . Then from basic 
definition of cosets, we know that           and            If       
      then we have            for some     . Hence 
                                            
Thus                     , whereas the reverse inclusion is symmetric.         
 
               If   is a subspace of a vector space, then     is a vector space. 
        Addition of cosets is commutative because 
                                             
                   
The zero vector in      is the coset        . We can have that; 
                                  
Remaining axioms of vector space can be verified easily because every subspace of a 
vector space is a vector space itself.                                                    
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                      Let     and      be      subspaces of               such 
that  {0}M N  . The direct sum of      and       is the set of vectors, 
{ :  and }.M N m n m M n N      
               Let      be a       and       be  -topological subspace. Then 
     is isomorphic to        
       Let   be the base of    , and :f V  such that         holds for b  . 
We will show that { ( ) : }f b b   is linearly independent. 
Let’s define   
 
 
     by  ( ) ( )n n
n n
g b f b    and consider, 
          
defined by  . 
Obviously T is linear. Let’s show T is injective. This is to show that  T(w,x)=0  implies 
that      and     . Let            ,           implies that          
Hence,      ( )n
n
f b  n
n
b =  .   
Thus                              Vy             n
n
b  then we have, 
    ( )n
n
f b  
                                                  =    ( )n
n
f b   
( , ) ( )T w x w g x 
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n
n
b   . 
Thus we get,                               T( y  ), [y]) = y. 
 Hence T is injective.                                                               
               For a closed     subspace      of a      , the  -quotient map 
        is   . 
       Let    be      in  . Then  
           =                         . 
 This is a union of      sets, so is      set. This completes the proof.                              
 
( )n
n
f b
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To study the controlled properties of the complicated mechanism and handling the fuzzy 
information, American cyberneticist, L.A. Zadeh gave the idea of fuzzy sets in 1965, 
which describes the fuzziness mathematically. With this invention the elementary 
theories of scientific studies in particular the  mathematical one, with respect to ordinary 
sets, are considered on the particular case of the corresponding fuzzy notions. Fuzzy 
topology has been studied rigorously in the recent years. 
Throughout in this chapter, subsets of   are represented as degrees of membership. By 
the term degree of the membership, we mean a value ranging between 0 and 1 or from 
      . A smaller degree of the membership, we mean weaker idea of “belonging” to   
and similarly greater degree of membership means stronger sense of belonging.  For a 
set  , we define a fuzzy set in   to be a function   from    to       . Here       “means 
degree of the membership for the fuzzy set     with   .”Any       can be identified 
with its associated characteristic function 
  :  → {0, 1} 
defined by; 
 
   ( ) = 
        
        
  
 
Consider the continuous function   representing the fuzzy set in R having the value 
greater than 5 as, a map from   to the closed interval [0,1] and this mapping is elaborated 
and completely specified as follows, 
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We represent the closed interval       as   and the collection of all the fuzzy sets is 
represented by   . Let       and       the associated properties of the fuzzy sets are 
described as follow: 
1)     if and only if            for every      
2)     if and only if            for every      
3)     means that   ∨                       for every      
4)     means that   ∧                       
5)  ∨    ∧      ∨   ∧   ∨    
6)  ∧    ∨      ∧   ∨   ∧    
7)                               for every      
8)                         
9)                          
A fuzzy topology   consisting of the fuzzy subsets of       satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1).                 . 
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(2).   if     and      belong to  , then so does    ∧   . 
            (3).  if       belongs to    for each      , then so does       . 
In the literature, the pair ( , ) is termed as a fuzzy topological space (simply,    ). 
Members of   are called fuzzy open sets. Fuzzy sets of the form       , where   is an 
fuzzy open set, are called fuzzy closed sets. 
Let       and     be    , then induced     on   which is denoted by      represents 
the family of subsets of   . Moreover,         is called the    subspace of       . Some 
of the common examples which we often come across are as follows, 
(1).  Indiscrete fuzzy topology which is represented by   . 
(2). The fuzzy topology consisting of all crisp fuzzy sets. 
 (3). A family of all constant fuzzy sets. 
(4). The intersection of any family of fuzzy topologies. 
                                    
Let   and   be sets, and let          be a function. For a fuzzy set   in  , with the 
membership function defined as: 
                                         
For a fuzzy set   in  , with membership function       under    is the fuzzy set       in 
    defined by, 
         = 
                                  
                                
  
 
These definitions preserve their analogues in the non-fuzzy setting. The usual properties 
relating images and inverse images of subsets to unions, intersections, and complements 
also hold. 
Consider          and      , then a function       is said to be fuzzy continuous 
[43],  if     (ν)    whenever  ν   . 
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This chapter is devoted to the study of fuzzy  -topological space (simply,     ) which 
represents generality of Chang’s    [6]. For this purpose, investigation of some 
important properties associated with this structure will be carried out. Introduction of the 
concept of fuzzy  -continuous function based upon the various types of fuzzy  -open 
(    sets and fuzzy  -closed (    sets will be accomplished. In     (namely,   ), the 
elements belonging to it, will be termed as fuzzy    sets and their complements will be 
referred as fuzzy     sets. In fact, fuzzy     sets represents fuzzy mappings and the value 
of these fuzzy mappings represent the degree of gradation of each fuzzy set contained in 
the fuzzy  -topology and it is taken from the closed interval      . We will investigate 
characterizations of fuzzy  -continuous functions, fuzzy    functions and fuzzy    
functions in terms of fuzzy  -interior and fuzzy  -closure operators. We will investigate 
the fuzzy contra-  continuity in the sense of [31]. 
 Some results included in this chapter are published in [26]. 
Let   represent the unit interval       of the   and   be non empty set. A fuzzy set is a 
function with domain   and values in [0,1], and the collection of all fuzzy sets in   is 
denoted by      A member      is called a fuzzy set in  . By     and    , are the maps 
on   with value 0 and 1, respectively are denoted. For any     ,     denotes the 
complement     −  . For any       , the       ∨  , and        ∧   defined as 
follows:  For any    ,    ∨        by, 
   ∨                        , for every    . 
And    ∧       by, 
   ∧                         , for every    . 
     if for            , for every    .  The notations used in this dissertation are 
standard ones, considering the fuzzy set theory. A fuzzy point     in   is a fuzzy set   , 
defined as follows: 
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      = 
             
              
  
 Fuzzy point    belonging to a fuzzy set   in  , represented as     , if    ≤   for 
every    . A fuzzy set    in   , is the union of all fuzzy points which belong to   . 
 Suppose that,    and    are any sets, and            and      and     . Then 
      is defined to be fuzzy set in    , defined by 
 
for        and        will be a fuzzy set in  , defined as          (x) =         ,   
   . 
                 Let            , represents function and       and     . 
Then 
(1).                with equality if   is surjective, 
(2).                with equality if   is injective, 
(3).                  . 
                      A Chang’s      is an ordered pair     ), where   is a           
non-empty set and          satisfying  the following  conditions: 
(1).      and         ; 
(2).            ,  if          , then so is    ∧    
(3).  For every subfamily           
 ,  if     ,  then           
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Palani Chatty [PC] defined fuzzy  generalized  topology independently and called it 
generalized fuzzy topology. Notions like fuzzy generalized interior and fuzzy generalized 
closures were also introduced independentaly by Babitha et al. [2] and Babitha et al [3]. 
Many interesting results related to these notions were derived in the said references. 
                  Let      
   Then      is called  a fuzzy  generalized  topology  or   
(simply,       )  if  it satisfies  the following  conditions: 
     .          
     .     For every subfamily           
 , if      , then            
The ordered pair        is called a     .Whereas, fuzzy  -topological space is simply 
written as      .  The member     is termed as fuzzy   ( fuzzy  -open set). Fuzzy 
set   is called a        set if     –   is fuzzy   .  
              [34]: Let        . For each    , fuzzy sets are given as below: 
      
 
   
              
                                                                . 
Consider a fuzzy    ,        , defined as follows 
      
                     
 
   
               
                    
  
On the basis of above given information Chang’s fuzzy topology is given by; 
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And the fuzzy  -topology is given by, 
 =           
We can conclude that, Chang fuzzy topology is fuzzy  -topology, but the converse is not 
true in general. 
                  Let        be a       and     
   . Then 
 (1). The fuzzy  -closure  of    in       is denoted by            and defined  by 
      =      
                  
(2). The fuzzy  -interior of   in       is denoted by          and defined  by 
        ∨     
                 : 
                Let         be a       and       
   Then 
(1).              
(2).            
(3).                       
(4).             
                
                         
               Let         be a       and    
 . Then 
            
        
   
             
       
   
       We will give the proof of (1) only, 
         
   ∧                      
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 ∨                        
       
                                                                                                   
               Let        be a        and     
 . Therefore, we can say, 
(1).    is a         set if and only if          . 
(2).    is a               -closed set) if and only if         . 
               Let        be a       and     
 . Then: 
(1)                        
(2)                     
                                  
In this section, we introduce the notions of fuzzy  -continuous, fuzzy    and fuzzy    
functions. We also investigate characterizations of such functions in terms of fuzzy         
 -interior as well as fuzzy   -closure operators defined in 5.2.3. 
                  Consider,            →        as a function on     . Then   is 
said to be fuzzy  -continuous (simply, fuzzy  -cont) if for every        , so we have, 
           . 
               Let        and        be     ’s then for          →       .    
Then these statements are equivalent: 
(1).     is fuzzy  -cont. 
(2).   For every fuzzy    set   in   ,         is fuzzy  -closed in  . 
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(3).                      ; for    
   
            (4).        
                    for    
   
(5).                      
      ; for       
                  Let          →        be a function on     . Then    is said 
to be         if for every         set     in  ,        is          in     
               Let        and        be       ’s and           →       . Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1).    is fuzzy   . 
(2).                       ,  for     
   
(3).        
                   ,  for    
   
                   Let           →        be a function on fuzzy     . Then   is 
said to be fuzzy    , if for fuzzy  -closed set   in       ,       is fuzzy      in       . 
                Let        and        be      ’s. Then   is fuzzy      if and 
only if                      , for     
   
        Let   be fuzzy    and     . Since        is fuzzy   , by hypothesis, 
          will be fuzzy   . So, 
                                    
For converse, let A be a fuzzy    set. Then by hypothesis and         , it follows 
                          So      is fuzzy    by Theorem 5.4.2. Hence   is 
fuzzy   .                                                                                                                
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 n this section, fuzzy contra   -continuity on      are mentioned along with their 
characterizations and properties. The collection of fuzzy     sets and the collection of all 
fuzzy    subsets of    belonging to    are denoted by fuzzy  O    and fuzzy      , 
respectively. Sometime, the      are denoted by   instead of (      . 
                  Let      ) and      ) be      ’s then        is called fuzzy 
contra (  ,  )- -continuous(simply,         , if  
             for every 
        . From this definition the following is quite evident that fuzzy  -continuity 
and fuzzy contra  -continuity are independent upon each other. Hence the following 
conclusion can be drawn as in [31], 
Fuzzy contra (  ,  )-  -continuous   
 
 
   Fuzzy   -continuity 
                  Let      ) and       ) be fuzzy  -topological spaces.  A function 
        )      ) is called fuzzy (  ,  )-        at    , if for   
            there exists            such that         
               Let      ) and      ) be the      and          )      )  be a 
function. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1).    is fuzzy (  ,  )-       . 
(2).                for any         . 
(3).  For each     and each          with       , then there exists             
           , such that     and           
(4).    is fuzzy         at    . 
(5).               
     )  for any         . 
(6).       
     )        for any          . 
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(7).        
          ))  
      for       
(8).            )       
          for    
   
      (1)       Let           Then             . 
 By (1),               
              Thus              . 
(1)      Let     and          with       . Then          by (1),     
                                . Put         . Then          and    . 
(3)       Let         . For each           ,       . By (3) there exists 
                               such that      and  
        . Then   
            
                
Therefore,                                  )  
        . 
                             )        . 
This implies that              . Hence   is (  ,  )-       . 
(2)    . Let     and                . By (2)  
            . Put 
                               . Therefore,          and       . 
(4)    . Let          . For each         ,       . By (4) there exists 
                              such that       . Since           , we have               
                              
     ). This implies              
     ).  
(5)    . Let          . Then              by (5)  
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Thus                  
             . 
(6)    . Let     . Since       )          by (6) by deduction from above 
theorem, we have      
              
           . 
(7)    . Let     . By (7),  
     
                 
                      
            
                     
           
(8)    . Let          . Then             , by (8)  
    
                   
              
       
               =       
          
By using the above theorem we come to the conclusion that,      
             . 
Thus                . This shows that    is ( , )-       .                         
               Let         )       ) be a surjective function which is    and    
       )      )  be a function such that the composition    :      )      ) is 
fuzzy (  ,  )-       , then   is fuzzy (  ,  )-       . 
       Let         . Since    :      )      ) is fuzzy contra (  ,  )-
   continuous, (                  (           . Since   is surjective and       
fuzzy   , we have           (         (           . Thus   is (  ,  )-   
    .                                                                                                                          
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               Let         )      ) be a function          . If    is fuzzy 
(  ,  )-       , then the restriction            )     ) is a fuzzy  (   ,  )-
       . 
       Let          . Since   is fuzzy (  ,  )-       , then  
  (    
       . By          , (    
          (           . Thus     is fuzzy 
(   ,  )-       .                                                                                                       
                               
In this section, we will discuss the fuzzy weak continuity because of the inspiration 
gained by the work of  Min [34]. 
                  Let      ) and      ) be   .          )      )  is called 
fuzzy almost   -continuous (simply,           at    , if for each      ( ) set     in 
  containing     , there exists a fuzzy  -open set   in   containing   such that         
                 . 
                : Let      ) be a      and    
 . Then   is said to be fuzzy      
 -regular open (simply, fuzzy    ), if                  
           .3: Let         )      ) represent a function between       . Then 
these statements are equivalent: 
(1).    is fuzzy          at    . 
(2).        
                , where            subset containing       
(3).        
      , where   is fuzzy     subset  containing     . 
(4).  For any fuzzy     subset   in   containing     , there exists                          
           containing  , so that       . 
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               Let   be the fuzzy    fuzzy set of    containing      . From the 
definition of fuzzy         , then there is a fuzzy     
  containing    so 
that                     Since      
               . So, it gives 
        
                . 
         Since   be is fuzzy     subset in    containing      . Then since  
              , by (2), we have       ( 
      . 
        Since   be a fuzzy     subset in    containing      , there exists fuzzy    
subset   containing y such that           Hence we have (4). 
       . Let       be a fuzzy    set containing     . Then                  
                   . 
 Since              is fuzzy    ; therefore by (4), there we have a fuzzy    set   
containing y, so that                  . Hence   is fuzzy almost  -continuous at 
                                                                                                                            
               Let       be a function on     ’s     )  and       ). Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1).    is fuzzy         . 
(2).             
                  for every fuzzy    set   in  
 . 
(3).       
                   
       for every fuzzy    subset     . 
(4).       
                        
            for every fuzzy    subset   
    . 
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(5).                       
                      , for every fuzzy     subset 
    . 
(6).  For every fuzzy     subset     ,        is fuzzy    in  . 
(7).  For every fuzzy     subset     ,        is fuzzy    in  . 
       We will show only (1)    , (2)    , (5)    . 
       . Let   be a fuzzy    set in   and         . By (1), there exists a fuzzy    
set      containing  , such that                  . This implies that    
      
                . Hence  
            
                . 
          Let   be fuzzy    set in  . Then by (2),  
                
                     
                 =       
                   
                              =        
                   
     . 
(5)      Let   be fuzzy     subset of   .   
                       Let (Y,  )  be a     . Then  
(1).       is called fuzzy  - semi open       set in  , if there exists a fuzzy    
set   in  , such that,              
(2). Fuzzy  -semi closed (     set if there exists    a fuzzy    set in Y, such 
that, 
             
We note that every fuzzy    set is fuzzy     wherever. 
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                      Let (X,  ) be a     . Then    
 , we define the fuzzy              
  -closure is defined by   
        = ∧{   
 :  ≤,   is fuzzy     }; 
And  
                =  ∨{   
 :    ,  is fuzzy    }; 
               Consider (X,  ) as a strong     , and let       
 .Then 
      (1).       (  ) =    and       (  ) =    
      (2).       (A) ≤ A. 
      (3).  A ≤ B      (A) ≤     (B). 
                (  ) =   and     (  ) =  . 
 (5).  A ≤     (A). 
 (6).  A ≤ B          ≤    (B). 
                  (  
 =      ( 
 ). 
                   (  
 =     ( 
 ). 
For      , in general, we have: 
              ≤       (A) ≤  A ≤                  
             Union of arbitrary number of fuzzy       sets is fuzzy       set. 
                Consider X   and   be the       defined on it as,  
           ∨    
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and             are the fuzzy sets defined for    , such that                
                           Then    is fuzzy     set and   is a fuzzy      set. 
                  Let        be a strong     . The fuzzy semi boundary of a 
fuzzy     , is defined as: 
           ∧       
  . 
From the definition, we can deduce that        , if A is fuzzy     or fuzzy    .  
                 Let        be a strong     . For all    ,           then   
is crisp set. 
       Given that,                                                     
This implies that,                                ∧       
         
This implies that,                                          or         
         
From theorem 5.4.3,                                          or                
          Or                                                             or            
This implies,                     
      
            
            
  
Hence,   is a fuzzy crisp set. 
              Let          be a    . For     , we have the following: 
(1).        ) =  ∨           ∨              
(2).      (  -A) =               
(3).       (  -A) =              
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                Let        be a     . 
(1). If      be the collection of fuzzy      . Then     is fuzzy fuzzy    . 
(2). If      be the collection of fuzzy     . Then      is fuzzy     .  
                   Let         be a      and    
 . Then we say that  
 (i).                      if   is fuzzy   set. 
 (ii).                    if   is fuzzy     set. 
                Let        be a      and    
 . Then these statements are 
equivqalent: 
             (1).   is fuzzy       set. 
  (2).     is fuzzy      set. 
 (3).                . 
 (4).                
     
       We provide only the proofs of     (3) and (3) (1), as the rest of the proofs 
are quite simple. 
    (3). Let   be a fuzzy     set of Y. Then there is a fuzzy    set   in   such that 
                                     
 Hence,                                       
(3) (1). Let                  and consider that           .  Then   is a fuzzy         
    set  and                                     . Thus   is fuzzy      set. 
                   Let        be F TS and    
  is called, 
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     fuzzy  -semi regular open (F  R) if                    
      fuzzy  -semi regular closed (F SR)  if                      
               Let        be FGTS. Then, the following statements holds for 
    , 
          is     . 
          is F     
                                                                                                                                      
                          
In this section, we will discuss the fuzzy  -continuity in the sense of Azad [1]. Many 
mathematicians have contributed in this regard [4,18,35] 
                  Let       and        be fuzzy  -topological spaces. A mapping 
                is said to be, 
(1). Fuzzy   semi continuous if         is fuzzy       set in     for each fuzzy       set 
  in     
(2). Fuzzy       if        is fuzzy      set in     for each fuzzy     set     in  . 
(3). Fuzzy      if       is fuzzy       set in     for each         set      . 
               (1). Fuzzy    set is a fuzzy     set therefore every fuzzy    
mapping in fuzzy      mapping. 
(2). Every fuzzy  -continuous mapping is fuzzy    -continuous mapping.  
               Let        be a fuzzy  -topological space. Then, these statements are 
equivalent for a fuzzy subset       , 
(1).    is a fuzzy     . 
(2).    is a fuzzy     . 
(3).                 . 
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(4).             
      . 
               Let        and        be fuzzy    . Then these statements are 
equivalent for k :              , 
(1). k  is fuzzy    -continuous. 
(2).        is fuzzy      in   for fuzzy       in   . 
(3).             
                     
(4).                            
       
                Is quite simple.  
             .  Let      then        . 
                           
        
                  
Hence,                  
                
                   
         It is quite simple. 
       . Let       be fuzzy    and            Then by       
              
               
                  
And similarly,  
            
                         
                
 Then        is fuzzy     set of                                                                          
               Let        and        be fuzzy  -topological spaces. Then the 
following statements are equivalent for k :              , 
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(1). k is fuzzy   -continuous. 
(2).  (     (A))    ( (A)), for each fuzzy set   of Y. 
(3).      ( 
  ( ))     (   ( )) for each fuzzy set   of  . 
(4).     (     ( ))      ( 
   ( )) for each fuzzy set   of   . 
               Let k :               be a bijection. Then k is a fuzzy               
  -continuous map if and only if      (k (ρ)) ≤k (     (ρ)) for each fuzzy set ρ of  
   
       Let k be a fuzzy     continuous map and ρ   . Since      (k(ρ)) is Fuzzy 
    in    ,    (    (k(ρ))  is fuzzy       in  . Since   is one-to-one, we have 
   (    (k(ρ)) ≤    ( 
  k(ρ)) =     (ρ). 
Since  k  is onto, 
    (k(ρ)) = k 
  (    (k(ρ)) ≤ k(      (ρ)). 
Conversely, let µ be fuzzy    of  . Then     (µ) = µ.  
Since k is onto, 
k(     ( 
  (µ)) ≥     (k 
  (µ)) =     (µ) = µ. 
Since k is one-to-one, we have 
   (µ) ≤    k(     ( 
  (µ)) =      ( 
  (µ)) ≤    (µ). 
Thus    (µ) =      ( 
  (µ)) therefore     (µ) is fuzzy     belonging to   . Therefore 
  is fuzzy    -continuous.                                                                                     
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The fundamental intent of this thesis is to study  -topology, algebraic  -topology and 
fuzzy  -topology. In chapter- , background information and definitions have been 
provided to lead up to the concept of  -topology on a non-empty set  . 
In chapter-  the notions of semi- -local function, semi- -compatible topology with an 
ideal and global function in ideal  -topological spaces are introduced and studied. Their 
characterizations and results are presented.   -normal and   -regular spaces are defined 
and their properties are presented. 
In chapter- , the study of  -topological groups has been extended to wider class known 
as semi- -topological group.  -topological group was defined in terms of  -continuity 
and  -open sets. In the new structure, we have weakened the continuity and openness 
conditions by semi- -conitnuity and semi- -open sets. Some important results and 
applications of  -topological groups and semi- -topological group are provided. 
In chapter- , we have defined and studied  -topological vector spaces. The  -topology is 
endowed upon the vector pace by  -continuity over vector addition and scalar 
multiplication. Some important properties of this newly defined notion are explored. An 
example is given to show that in general,  -topological vector space is not the topological 
vector space. 
In chapter- , fuzzy  -topology has been defined as a generalization of fuzzy topological 
spaces. Fuzzy  -continuities and fuzzy  -closed functions are defined in consequence. 
Several characterizations and results are given. 
The principal conclusion of this thesis is that: provided with a mapping        , we 
can naturally associate with it a monotonic mapping                  , from the 
power set of   into itself, and hence can induce a  -topology on  . In consequence, 
various weakened forms of open sets and continuities can be defined. Following this, we 
have extended the study for: 
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(1).  Ideal  -topological spaces and defined and investigated semi- -local functions, 
semi- -compatible spaces, global functions,  I-normal spaces and  I-regular 
spaces. 
(2).   -topological groups are explored and semi-  -topological groups are defined 
and investigated for their basic properties. 
(3).   -topological vector spaces are defined and with the help of an example, it is 
shown that, in general,  -topological vector space cannot be a topological vector 
space. 
(4).  Fuzzy  -topological spaces are defined and studied. 
Investigations have been carried out in the perspective of these notions. Nice results 
are presented. Examples and counter examples are given where deemed necessary. 
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